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Nat Sherman is a well known family owned business that was
founded back in 1930. For three generations, Nat Sherman
International has continued to define the authentic tobacco
experience.
Now that Christmas and New Year’s are over, Valentine’s Day
will be here sooner than you think. For that special person in
your life that loves the taste of a fine cigar, Nat Sherman
has offered six wonderful gifts.
The Valentine’s Day gift ideas from Nat Sherman are the
perfect mix of cigars and accessories to show your love and
affection. Give that cigar aficionado a gift that he or she
will remember for years to come.
XIKAR Limited Edition Nat Sherman Cutter ($325)
The Xikar Cutter creates the finest cut for your fine cigar
with both style and efficiency. The aluminum body houses
double guillotine steel blades that appears upon command.
Impress your lover with an elegant design and recognized Nat
Sherman logo.
Nat Sherman Metropolitan Maduro ($163 box of 20)
For a mild, rich and smooth cigar flavor, choose a box of The
Metropolitan Maduro featuring a dark Connecticut broadleaf
wrapper. It doesn’t matter if your loved one enjoys a mediumbold or rich and complex cigar, Nat Sherman’s diverse
collection has an option to please any palate.
Thanks to a special fermentation process, the great tasting
cigar is a result of incorporating more natural heat with
humidity. The process adds a bit more body and a richer

sweetness to the smoke, without increasing its strength.
Nat Sherman Executive Ashtray ($125.00)
The Executive Cigar Ashtray is made from a combination of a
modern pewter grid, atop a rich mahogany base creates a bold
yet elegant statement for your significant other.
Orion Lighter Red sold at Nat Sherman ($100)
With the Orion lighter, you’ll be on the receiving end of twin
pinpoint torch flames. A single action ignition button
guarantees a steady light every time and is sure to ignite the
flame with your loved one!
6 oz Exotic Wood Padauk Flask ($85)
Give the one you love the 6 oz Exotic Wood Padauk Flask from
Brizard and Co. so that he can enjoy his favorite spirit
wherever and whenever. No cigar experience is complete without
a drink to compliment the cigar and vice versa. This stylish
flask features Padauk wood that’s wrapped around a stainless
steel frame. Padauk wood is valued for its toughness and
decorative appeal, making it a gift that will last the ages.
Timeless 6 Cigar Assortment ($69)
The original 4 cigars from our award winning Timeless cigar
selection in a beautiful hand crafted wooden slide top box
including the #2 rated cigar aficionado’s #10 in the top 25
cigars of 2012 plus the two newest sizes, the Divinos and the
Especiale. It makes the perfect gift that will make any cigar
lover smile.
These cigar related gift products are available at the Nat
Sherman Townhouse in New York City or on their web site. You
can also contact The Life of Luxury and we can assist you in
finding the perfect gift for your Valentine.

